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VICTOR KLEE1

For a linear subspace L of a linear space E, it is customary to de-

fine the dimensional deficiency of L in E as the algebraic dimension

of a linear subspace which is supplementary to L in E. The notion is

useful even when E is infinite-dimensional. At a recent conference in

Warsaw, Professor Katëtov asked whether one can define an analo-

gous notion in purely topological terms, at least for the closed subsets

of a compact metric space. Such a notion would be useful in applying

dimension theory to infinite-dimensional compacta. He suggested

the following test-problem: Does the Hubert parallelotope

P= {x=(x1, x2, • • ■ )G/2: always x„C [0, 1/«]} admit a self-homeo-

morphism which carries A onto B, where A = {xCP- x' = 0} and

B= {xCP: x1 = x2 = 0} ? Since the sets A and B are intuitively of

different dimensional deficiency in P, the existence of such a homeo-

morphism would suggest that the topological notion mentioned above

cannot be formulated in a useful way. In the present note, such a

homeomorphism is constructed by means of some mapping techniques

originated by Keller [l ] and developed further by the author [2 ; 3 ; 4].

The following more general theorem is proved :

Theorem. Suppose that (for y = a, b) Ky is a compact convex subset

of a normed linear space, Hy is a proper supporting hyperplane2 of Ky,

and Cy is an infinite-dimensional closed convex subset of Kyf~\Hy. Then

there is a homeomorphism of Ka onto Kb which carries Ca onto Cb.

The theorem expresses, in particular, a homogeneity property of

infinite-dimensional compact convex sets. Other homogeneity prop-

erties of such sets have been established by Keller [l ] and the author

[2; 3; 4].
A convex subset 5 of a normed linear space is said to be elliptically

convex provided whenever x and y are distinct points of 5, the open

segment ]x, y[ consists entirely of nonsupport points of S. Let Z

denote the Hubert space L2]0, a> [XR, where R is the real number

space and ||(/, r)\\ =(||/||2+r2)1/2. For each rCR, let XT denote the
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hyperplane L2]0, œ[x{r] CZ. Let C be an (easily constructed)

compact subset of X0 which is elliptically convex relative to X0, and

let K' denote the convex hall of C together with the point (0, 1).

We shall prove the theorem by showing that if Ky and Cy are as

described, then there is a homeomorphism f7 of Ky onto K' which

carries Cy onto C. Then the transformation fr1^ will be the desired

homeomorphism of Ka onto Kb. Since Ka and Kb enter symmetrically

in the hypotheses, we may restrict our attention to a single set K,

hyperplane H, and subset C satisfying the conditions of the theorem.

In constructing a homeomorphism f of K onto K' such that fC= C, we

shall rely on the following facts:

I. (See p. 38 of [3].) Ina separablenormed linear space, a complete

convex set which does not lie in any hyperplane must admit a non-

support point.

II. (See the proofs of IV 1.2 in [l] and 5.4 in [3].) Suppose B is a

bounded closed convex subset of a normed linear space E, OGint B,

and p. is the gauge functional of B. Suppose 5 is a convex subset of E

with OCS, and Tx= (l+p;x)_1x for each xCS. Then T is a homeo-

morphism and TS is convex. Suppose further that 0 is a nonsupport

point of S, pi and pi are distinct points of TS, and qC]pi, pi[. If q

is a support point of TS, then the entire segment [pi/pipi, pi/p-Pi] lies

in the boundary of B.

III. (See the proof of III 1.1 of [2].) With Z and X0 as above, let

F=A2]0, °o [x]0, l] CZ and let W denote the subspace of X0 con-

sisting of all points (/, 0) for which /GA2]0, oo [ and /=0 almost

everywhere on [0, l]. For each/GA2]0, <» [ and ¿G [0, l], let the

function/¡GA2]0, «> [ be defined as follows:

(f(x + / — 1) when x C [l, °° ],

~    \tf(x) when x C ]0, 1].

For each (/, r)C YVJX0, let h(f, r) = (fr, r). Then h is a homeomor-

phism of Y\JXa onto Y\JW, each restriction h\Xr is an affine trans-

formation, hXr = Xr for rC]0, 1], and hX0=W.

Now we are faced with a compact convex subset K of a normed

linear space, a proper supporting hyperplane H of K, and an infinite-

dimensional closed convex subset C of KC\H. We wish to construct

a homeomorphism f of K onto the set K' CZ such that fC= C. The

homeomorphism f will be obtained as the composition of homeomor-

phisms fi, ■ • • , f7 (i.e., f = hUUUUUU). We set K0 = K, Ca=C, and
agree that whenever a homeomorphism f j of Ki-i has been defined,

then Kí = CíKí-i and Ci = f<C,_i. Let us now define the homeomor-

phisms fi.
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(fi) The affine hull äff K0 of A'o is separable and thus admits a

total sequence fa of continuous affine functionals which are uni-

formly bounded on K0 and such that Hf~\añ K0= {p'-fip= — 1} and

H'P\aR K0 = {p.fip = l}, where H' is A"0's other supporting hyper-

plane which is parallel to H. For each pCKQ, let Çip = (fip, fïp/2,

• • ' ,fnpn, • ■ • )G¿2. Then fi is an affine homeomorphism of Ä'o onto

a compact convex subset K\ of I2, the set Ci = ÇiCo lies in the inter-

section of Kx with its supporting hyperplane J_i= [xCl2:xy= — 1},

and Ki is supported also by the hyperplane Ji= [xCl1: x1= 1}.

(f2) Let v-iCCiCKiC\J^i and viCKiCMi. For each xCl2 let
irx = x —x151= (0, x2, x8, • • • )• Then define f2 as follows:

(Í2*)1 = x1;

1 1
""(fox) = trx -\-x^irzi-i — irvi)-(7r»i + 7re_i).

2 2

Then f2 is an affine homeomorphism, f2z>_i= —Si, and £201= Si. The

set A^2 is supported by the hyperplanes /_i and Ji, — ô\C C2 CX^CM-i,

and 5iCK2r\Ji.
(f3) Let 5' be a spherical cell in I2 which is tangent to the hyper-

plane Ii at the point 5i and such that C2CB'. Let B denote the set

of all xCB' for which xJ + l is no less than the distance from irx to

the set 7rC2. Then Br\J-i=C2, B(~\Ji= [bi\, and B is a bounded

closed convex set. Let p. denote the gauge functional of B, and for

each xCK2 let Ç3x = (l+jux)-1x. Since 0CK2, it follows from II that

f3 is a homeomorphism and the set K3 is convex. Clearly K3 is sup-

ported by the hyperplanes J_i/2 and Ji/2; K3r\J-n2=Cz and

K3r\JU2={5i/2}.

(f4) By well-known properties of Hubert spaces, there exists an

affine isometry f4 of I2 onto Z such that f4(5i/2) = (0, 1) and f4J_i/2

= X0. Then of course ^CFUXo and C4GA"o. From I it follows

that the set KiHiXi^ admits a nonsupport point z relative to XU2

and the set C4 admits a nonsupport point z0 relative to the flat

F=cl aff C4, the smallest closed flat containing C4. For rC [0, l], let

zr be defined as follows:

((I - 2r)z0 + 2rz for r C [0, 1/2]

1(2 - 2r)z + (2f - 1)(0, 1) for r C [1/2, lj.

Then for each rG]0, 1 [, zr is a nonsupport point of the set K4r\XT

relative to A"4.

(fo) Let h be as in III. Then cl hV is a flat of infinite dimension

and infinite deficiency in X0, so (again by well-known properties of
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Hubert spaces) there is a linear isometry rj of Z onto Z which carries

Y onto F, X0 onto A"0, and clhV onto W. For each xG-A4, let £"bx

= hr1t}hx. Then f5 is a homeomorphism. Although the set K6 = Ç6Ki

may fail to be convex, the following assertions can be verified :

(i) for each rC [0, l], the set Dr = K6i\Xr is compact and convex;

(ii) D0=C6 and Di={(0, 1)};

(iii) for each rC [0, 1 [, cl aff Dr = Xr;

(iv) the function Dr| rC [0, 1 ] is continuous, where {Dr : rC [0, 1 ]}

is metrized by means of the Hausdorff metric;

(v) with qr = Çtz„ qr is a nonsupport point of the set Dr (relative to

Xr) for each rC[0, l[;

(vi) the function qr\ rC [0, l] is continuous.

(¿*e) For each (x, r)CKs let

Uix, r) = iqr + (1 + ||x - Çrll)-1^ - qr), r).

From II and (v) above it follows that for each rC[0, 1 [, the set

Gr = toDr is elliptically convex relative to Xr. And it is evident that

conditions (i)-(vi) above remain satisfied when Dr is replaced by Gr in

(i)-(v), K6 by A"6 in (i), and C6 by C6 in (ii).

(fi) Now recall the definition of the set K', and for each rC [0, 1 ],

let Ki =K'C\Xr. Then K[ = {(0, 1)} = G\, and for each rC [0, 1 [ the

sets Gr and K¡. are both compact elliptically convex subsets of Xr.

Let f7(0, 1) = (0, 1), and for each rC[0, l[ let fr be the Keller-

homeomorphism of Gt onto K} (as discussed in [l; 2; 3; 4]). Then

clearly ^Ks = K' and f7C6 = C. That £» is a homeomorphism follows

from condition (v) above in conjunction with the continuity property

of the Keller-homeomorphisms expressed in 4.2 of [3]. The proof is

complete.
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